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PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICE
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Landscape Architects, like other design

In the past, ‘accounting systems’ were the

consultants, must have a basic under-

main tool used to manage a company’s

standing of common business practices in

finances. More recently, collaborative

order to work in a professional office or to

cloud-based consulting tools have evolved

start a practice. Typical practices involve

to simplify the business of design consult-

writing proposals, setting job rates, charg-

ing, These new tools are much simpler to

ing clients (invoicing), managing budgets

use, they are designed for everyone to

and schedules, delivering services, and

use (rather than just accountants), they

ultimately managing costs and revenue

provide much more detail about projects

so that the company makes money. Ulti-

and budgets and they give real-time feed-

mately, time has value, and how you man-

back to teams help run projects.

age time has implications on profitability.

GroupThinq is a collaborative project accounting platform
designed to manage projects, teams and entire companies.
It’s used by every staff member on a daily basis to manage
time and budgets with the goal of making your business
more profitable. Unlike an accounting system (which is
designed for an accountant), GroupThinq significantly simplifies the business of interior design by providing all the
tools needed by the entire office to make the business run
smoother and to connect everyone in the office with the
information they need to be better at their job.

WELCOME TO
GROUPTHINQ

TAKING THE BUSINESS TO SCHOOL
Since we can’t take our students to see how a real interior
design business operates, we’re taking the business to our
students using a modern project accounting application
called GroupThinq. GroupThinq is used by real consulting firms managing real projects every day, We’re providing you with a glimpse of how a modern consulting office
runs. The intent is to expose you to some of the business
principles before you enter the workforce. Things like setting up a project budget, creating project phases, tracking
your time daily, tracking progress, creating invoices, and
managing sub-consultants and other expenses. These are
the fundamentals of professional practice in an interior design business.

SIMPLIFYING THE BUSINESS OF LANDSCAPE
time has ARCHITECTURE

value, and how
you manage
time has
implications on
profitability

There’s a lot to learn about the business of Landscape

Architecture. In this booklet, we focus on the ‘business’,
instead of art of the practice. To be successful, whether
you work for a company or you run your own company,
you will need to understand the basic tenants of managing
time. “Time is money”, and this is true for almost all design and consulting firms. We sell a service which is usually
measured in time. The more effective we become at managing our time, the more competitive and profitable our
companies become. We realize that the business doesn’t
come easy, that’s why we are using a collective management tool like GroupThinq to make you a better business
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IT’S ABOUT TIME...
AND HOW YOU SPEND IT
THE MEASURE OF YOUR SUCCESS WILL REST IN YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF BUSINESS
Chances are, you will soon be either working in a professional office, or running your own practice in the not too distant
future. Either way, you need the tools to track and manage your time and budgets, to coordinate your time with other
people, to create invoices, manage the billings of other consultants and other expenses, and to provide you (or your boss)
with a snapshot of how the organization is doing on a regular basis. Your success will depend on these factors, no matter
how impressive your skills as a designer. You don’t need to have a business degree, but you do need to understand some
basic concepts. With a bit of practice, these concepts are very basic.

It’s important to realize that “business” is not math. It’s

tion in GroupThinq including invoices, status reports, bills

more closely related to english, since it’s more about defi-

and expenses. Staff, on the other hand, only have the in-

nitions than it is about numbers. So, don’t let the numbers

formation provided in timesheets, which is actually very

scare you, they are pretty basic. You should try to under-

thorough. They know how many days should be spent on

stand the definitions first, then the numbers will start to

every phase, how many days are left, and the value of any

make sense later.

phase over-runs. But, they do not have access to financial

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

reports.

If you are selected to be a project manager, congratula-

COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE

tions, you are moving up in the world and your company

GroupThinq provides an elegant solution inspired by self-

trusts you to deliver a project “on-budget”. This is no small

organizing systems found in nature (like ants or bees or

undertaking. You must monitor your budget and your

flocks of starlings). It provides real-time information about

team’s time to deliver a quality project within the budget

a project’s status to every member of the team, across orga-

confines set by you, or a supervisor or an owner. In the

nizational silos, to improve team intelligence as they work.

past, this was an almost an impossible (and immeasurable)

This translates into vastly improved financial performance

task. If your company was savvy enough to do timesheets,

on jobs, but it also empowers and motivates individuals

it often took months to get reports tabulated. By that time

to meet the project’s financial targets while connecting the

it was too dated to effectively manage the project.

different roles in organizations like never before.

Now, with collaborative cloud-based tools, you can manage

YOUR ROLE

projects in real-time. That means you have daily reports of

Whether you are a project manager, a supervisor, an own-

how your staff are deploying your budget. This gives you

er or a junior staff member, it is up to you to manage your

and your team the information they need to manage the

time effectively and efficiently. Try to achieve the time set

project together with more intelligence than ever before.

for each phase of the project and management will take
notice. They can see your performance easily with Group-

Project managers have full access to financial informa-
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Thinq.

SOME DEFINTIONS
INVOICES

PURCHASE ORDERS (PO)

BILLABLE TIME

When it comes time to ask your client
for money for your services, you send
them an “invoice” with the amount
and description of work completed.
An invoice is like a bill for work completed.

When your fee includes another firm
needed to carry out the work (like a
surveyor), you issue the other firm a
“Purchase Order” outlining how much
they can bill you and what they must
provide. Often called a PO.

When your time can be billed to a
job for money, it is called “billable
time”. When your time is spent on
things that can’t be billed it’s called
“Un-billable time” (e.g. like working on
a proposal, or cleaning your desk or
attending staff meetings).

UTILIZATION RATE

FEE TYPE

BILLS

Every staff has a Utilization rate
(often called % billable). This is the
amount of ‘billable’ time that your
employer expects you to try to
achieve. Most junior staff are in the
85-90% range. This means that 90%
of your time should be “billable”.

There are usually 3 types of project
fees. “Fixed Fees” are a set $$ limit
independent of the hours worked.
“Hourly fees” mean that every hour
worked is charged to the client. “Upset Limit” is hourly fees up to some
predetermined limit (the upset limit).

Bills are expenses sent to you from
other companies (like a surveyor) to
complete a project. Usually the “sub”
(subconsultant) will “bill” you directly,
and you “bill” your client with an
invoice adding the subs bill.

www.groupthinq.com l email: support@groupthinq.com
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THE TWO VARIABLES OF PROFITABILITY
Assuming your company does good work and your clients will hire you again, there are only two variables you need to
monitor to influence a firm’s profitability. Both are easily measurable with GroupThinq.

1. PROJECT % COMPLETE

2. BILLABLE TARGETS

Most projects are “fixed fee” projects. That is, the project

As long as staff are staying “billable” and hitting their tar-

will be billed a fixed amount of fees independent of the

gets, then the firm can stay profitable (as long as the per-

time spent on it. For instance, if the firm has been contract-

cent complete does not go over-budget).

ed to undertake an interior design of a small library for
$40k., whether you spend 10,000 hours or 100 hours, you

If staff are not meeting their billable targets, it’s usually

will be paid the same amount. Obviously, the firm stands

because there’s not enough work to keep everyone busy.

to profit from the least amount of hours spent (so long as

This is an indicator to an owner that they need more work

the work quality is high). Or, it can lose a lot of money if the

to “fill the funnel”.

project goes wild;y over budget.
Staff can try to ‘pad their hours’ on other projects to
If the team brings the project in at 100%, the firm will make

achieve their billable target but this influences #1 (the per-

a profit. If they bring it in below 100% (say 90%) they will

cent complete) of projects. Now that project managers can

make more profits for the firm. If the project runs over

see everyone’s time, padding hours is much more difficult

budget (say 150%), then the firm starts to loose profits.

and is to no ones benefit.

When a job reaches somewhere around 250% (this differs
for different firms), the job actually costs the firm money

THE FINANCIAL OUTCOME

and the firm begins to loose money on a project. Too many

When projects are brought in on-budget, and staff meet

of these will sink a company, particularly if the value of the

their billable targets, the company will see significant prof-

project is high.

its. If either of these two variables are not met, the company will loose money. Remember, owners (or your course

This is why it’s so important to bring a project in on budget.

supervisor) will have access to both variables and it will be

To do this effectively, requires projects to be broken down

in their best interest to steer the company towards profit-

into measurable phases. In this way, if one phase goes

ability. Try to bring projects in on budget, and try to meet

over-budget, the team can try to bring other phases back

your billable target (utilization rate).

into budget to compensate. This is the power of collective
intelligence for consulting.

‘BUSINESS’ IS NOT MATH, IT’S A MINDSET
Don’t get too uptight about the numbers, business is
about learning a few new definitions and about finding an approach to manage a variety of projects. The
right tool will do the math for you. Focus on learning
the concepts and you will be running a business in no
time.
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1. SPRINGBOARD
Your Springboard provides an overview of a variety of factors; your vacation time used, company holidays, sick time
used, other staff or student contact info, your utilization rate, active projects, etc. The springboard provides an overview
of many things but you can’t enter anything into you springboard. If you are an owner or supervisor, you have much
more reports available to you than if you are an employee. The springboard changes depending on what your role is in
the organization. As a student, you have the most basic springboard.

MY SPRINGBOARD

The statutory holidays for my school or company

Your vacation and sick days
are set at the beginning of
the new year. This is your
annual limit of vacation and
sick time. Exceed either and
you will owe the company
some time.

Timesheet scores are a measure of how often you fill
out your timesheets. Fill out
every day and you get 100%.
Fill out once per week and
you get 20% (1/5). Try to fill
in timesheets daily.
Add or download company documents here. This is
where you will find the course syllabus.

All of your team’s (or class’s) details are located here.
To change your personal photo and information, go
to “My Profile” in the top right corner. This info will be
visible to your other classmates.

www.groupthinq.com l email: support@groupthinq.com
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1. SPRINGBOARD
OFFICE CALENDAR
You cannot enter dates directly into the calendar and it is not meant to replace your gmail calendar. Instead, the office
calendar shows you staff vacations or sicks days, company holidays and proposal due dates. You can add data to the calendar in your timesheets (for sick and vacation time) or in the projects section (you create a new project, set its status to
‘proposal’ and set the ‘due date’). This provides an overview of what’s going on in the office and who’s in or out.
Turn on or off certain parts of the calendar.

Change the way you view
your calendar. By day, week,
or month.

Change the date of the calendar

MY REPORTS
Your reports change depending on your role in the company. Staff (stuents) have limited but valuable reports. Supervisors (lecturers) have additional reports to monitor students. Owners, can see all reports, including all financial reports.

See the active projects you are involved with and their status.
See you task due dates
See your monthly utilization
rates

Change the date of the calendar
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2. PROJECTS
TUTORIAL 1: CREATE A NEW PROJECT
The project header is visible to all staff (students), but only the project manager and supervisor can edit the project header
to make changes. In this exercise, we will create a new project, and assign ourself as the project manager.

Click on projects

1
2
3
4

5

6

7

8

10
9
11
12

13

14
Create a new Project Tutorial:

1.
2.
3.

Click on the “Projects” section

4.

You do not need to add a project number since GroupThinq auto-assigns a distinct project number. This field is only
for companies that use their own project numbering format. Leave it blank

5.

Assign yourself as the project manager. Remember, the project manager has access to the financial info and phases
of the project. You need to assign yourself or you will be locked out of other sections when you save.

6.
7.

Assign your course lecturer as the supervisor. This will give them access to your project and its status.

8.

Pick “Thelma Dee” as the client manager for this project. This will be the client’s coordinating manager and your main
point of contact for the project.

9.
10.
11.

If you have other team members on your project select them here. For this tutorial, you will be working alone.

12.
13.

Set the start date of the project.

14.

Save your new project and the Project Financials and Project Data will be created.

Click to “+” button create a new project
Name the project. Start with your full name so you can distinguish the project from other students in your class, and
then add “- New Library Interior” at the end of the project name (e.g. Bill Smith - New Library Interior).

Assign a client. For this project, assign the “County Library Commission” as the client. Since only owners and supervisors have access to the “Contacts” section of GroupThinq, you will have to pick from an existing client or you can
create a new client and the details of that client will need to be filled in by someone with client permissions later.

Set the project status to “Active”. If this were a proposal, you would select “proposal”.
Select a “Fixed Fee” for the fee type. Fixed fee projects have a set fee, no matter how many hours are worked. In the
design industry, fixed fee projects are the most common since the client knows the cost up front. If you were billing
the client for every hour you worked, you would select “Hourly”. For this project, select “Fixed Fee”.
Select the end date of the project (set as 2 months from the start date). The end date is always very important and
should be updated regularly throughout the project as things change.

* If you make a mistake, you can always edit the project as long as you are the project manager. Only Supervisors and
owners can delete a project so keep that in mind as you work.

www.groupthinq.com l email: support@groupthinq.com
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2. PROJECTS
TUTORIAL 2: EDIT THE PROJECT FINANCIALS
The “Project financials” section is only accessible by the project manager (you) and the supervisor (the lecturer). If you don’t
have access, it’s because you have not made yourself the project manager and only your Supervisor can give you access.

Click on projects

2

3

1

4

6

5

7

8
Edit the Project Financials Tutorial:

1.

For this project, set your fess at $40,000. If your average hourly rate were $100, this would give your team about 400
hours to work on the project (or 50 days at 8 hours per day).

2.

Assign which division the project should be allocated. In larger firms, there may be multiple divisions and it’s important to track which division has what proportion of the fee. Select “Interior Design” and assign it 100% of the fee.

3.
4.

If you have a proposal that you want to store with the project, sleect the “+” and store it here.

5.
6.

If you want to describe what your expenses include, type that here

7.
8.

In the next tutorial, you will create a “purchase order” for a sub-consultant. For now, leave it blank.

If you have any expenses outlined in your proposal, add them here. Type in $350, and select “Plus Expenses”. This
means you can invoice your client $40,000 plus $350 for expenses.
Scope changes are usually additions to your scope after you your proposal has been awarded. Say the client wants
an extra site visit and that visit will cost an extra $1,000. For this exercise, keep it blank.
Click the “Update” button to save all your changes.

You have now set up all the financial information for the project. Congrats! Project budgets often change as the client
wants additional scope or as new sub-consultants are needed. As project manager, you can always make changes.
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2. PROJECTS
TUTORIAL 3: CREATE A PURCHASE ORDER
Often, your Interiors firm will need specialty help from other consultants, like a signage designer, to complete a project. A
purchase order (PO) is your authorization to the sub-consultant (the “sub”) to proceed with the work, and you will reimburse
them. In this case, you add their PO Amount to your fee when invoicing the client. So, the total fee to invoice the client will
be your firms fee PLUS the sub’s fee. It is important to record your sub’s fee at the beginning of the project so you don;t
short-change your firm’s fee. It’s also important to describe the deliverables due to you from your sub.
Click on projects

2

1

3
4

5
7

6

8

9

10

11

12
Create a Purchase Order Tutorial:

1.

In the “Fees” tab under “Project Financials”, click the “+” button near the “Sub-Consultant Purchase Order” (See #7 in
previous tutorial).

2.

Assign the Sub-Consultant from the drop down list. Select “Signage Graphic Pros” from the list. Remember, this is not
your client, but the sub-consultant working with you on behalf of the client.

3.
4.
5.

Type the name of the person the PO will be going to at the sub-consulting firm. Type “Bill Leamington”

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Outline what you expect the sub to deliver as part of their scope. Be very specific to avoid misunderstandings.

Assign the start date of your sub’s work according to your schedule.
Assign the due date of your sub’s work according to your schedule. Timing is important because it effects your cashflow.
Assign a fee to your sub. Usually the sub will tell you the amount they need to complete the work you are requesting.
Describe any expenses that you expect the sub to incur.
Set the expense total and select “plus expenses”. This will add their expenses to their total fee.
If your sub will have to invoice on any special schedule, describe it here.
Describe any pertinent conditions for payment. Most firms will pay subs within 30 days of being paid by the client.
Once you are done, click “Update PO” to save.
www.groupthinq.com l email: support@groupthinq.com
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2. PROJECTS
TUTORIAL 4: CREATE AN INVOICE
An invoice is a note to a client with an amount owing for work completed. The invoice normally describes what was done to
request the fees being requested as well as any expenses. Once expenses are saved in GroupThinq, a copy will be sent to
your accounting department (or for this tutorial, your instructor).
1

Click on projects

2

3

5
4

7
6

8

9
10
Create an Invoice Tutorial:

1.
2.
3.

In the “Invoices” tab under “Project Financials”, click the “+” button near the “Invoices” to add a new invoice.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Describe the work performed which you are invoicing. Be detailed.

8.
9.
10.

If there are any taxes, add them here.

Set the date of the invoice. The invoice number is automatically added.
If you assigned a client in the project header, they should be here already. If not, select the drop down menu to
choose a client.
Set the amount of the invoice. In this case set $5,000
Add any expense descriptions here.
Add the amount for each expense item. Remember not to exceed your agreed expense limit ($350) from the previous tutorial.
Be specific about your payment terms. Most terms for design firms are 30-days with 2% for late charges per month.
Save your invoice as a final invoice or a draft. When saved as final, a copy will be sent to your accounting department
(or your lecturer). If you want to save as a draft, click the draft button and you can come back later.

Invoices are the lifeblood of your company, and it’s usually up to the project manager to complete (with the assistance of
10

a supervisor). Feel free to add additional invoices to your project.

2. PROJECTS
TUTORIAL 5: INVOICE SUMMARY
If you have multiple invoices, you can view a summary of all invoices using the invoice summary tab.

1

2

Click on projects

3

4

5

6

View an Invoice Summary Tutorial:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

In the “Invoices” tab under “Project Financials”, click on any existing invoice (see tutorial #4).
Click the Summary tab
The amount in the red box shows the total amount which you will eventually invoice to the client (the total fee).
Each invoice i listed here with it’s details.
The percent invoiced of each invoice is shown here.
The total amount remaining to invoice is shown here.

You can always send the overall invoicing summary with each invoice to the client. That makes it easier for them to pay
you, and hopefully that translates into quicker payments. It’s your job as a project manager to make sure it’s easy for
clients to pay you.

www.groupthinq.com l email: support@groupthinq.com
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2. PROJECTS
TUTORIAL 6: SET UP PROJECT PHASES
If you are the Project Manager (PM), you can set up phases for your project. Phases are a way to set up milestones for your
staff so that you can monitor the time spent on each phase instead of waiting till you are only half way through the project
but fully through the budget for the whole project.
1

Click on projects

2
3

4
5

9

10

6
7
8

11

Create an Invoice Tutorial:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

In the “Project” section click on the “> Project Data” button to show the tabs

7.
8.

Set the start and end date to each phase.

9.

Make sure the box is checked if you want the phase to show up in everyone’s timesheets. The idea is that the PM can
close off a phase once the phase is complete so hours are not put on a completed phase.

10.
11.

Once staff start to enter time in their timesheets, you can track the real progress of each phase here.

Click on the project phases tab
Ensure your average hourly rate is set to $100 /hr
Click on the + button to add a phase to your project
Name your phase ‘space planning’.
Set the percent of budget to 25% (you’ll notice the approximate days changes to 12.5 days). You can fill in either the
“% of budget” or the “Approx Days”.
You’ll notice there are two save buttons. The left button saves and lets you add additional phases. The right button
saves and closes the project phases pop-up window. Add 3 additional phases; name them “conceptual design”, “schematic Design”, and “Tender Documents”. Assign 25% to all 4 phases. You should have 4 phases now.

Chart the progress of each phase. This chart is also available to everyone in their timesheets under “progress”.

3. TIMESHEETS
TIMESHEETS OVERVIEW
You are in an industry where time is literally money. Accurate daily timesheets are the lifeblood of every company.
Since GroupThinq provides real-time project accounting to
project managers, it is important that timesheets are done
very frequently (preferably daily) so that the project manager has an accurate pulse on a project budget.

TIMESHEET SMARTS
“Smart timesheets” show the time remaining in every proj-

with 8 hours on your Library project. Do this for at least
one month (starting at the first of the month and ending
at the end of a month). Your goal is a 100% score and you
will be marked on your timesheet score for this course. Remember, if you only fill out your timesheets every 2 days
you will only get a score of 50%. Set a time regularly to fill
out your timesheets. Like real offices, take the weekend
off, but mark Mondays through Fridays. Assign 8 hours per
day, every week day (you don’t actually have to spend 8
hours doing anything, it only takes a minute to fill out your
timesheet, but it’s the regularity that counts).

ect and the project’s percent complete; meaning staff know
how many days remain on each phase of the project as
they work and how close they are to the idealized finish
line. As time is added to a project every day by staff, time
is depleted from the budget until there is no time remaining. At that point, the project goes over-budget (exceeds
100% Complete). Collaborative timesheets allow the team
to manage their time as a group to bring every phase on
budget. This is the power of ‘collective intelligence’, teams
can self-organize with little supervision to meet the financial goals of a project and the company.

TIMESHEET SCORE

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS DAILY
As the project manager (PM) of the library project, check
the project status regularly to confirm progress. The
project status is to the right side of every project in your
timesheets. If you are working on an hourly project (i.e.
there is no fixed budget and you are billing every hour),
then you will have no progress bar since there is no predefined fee for the project. All Fixed Fee and Upset Limit
projects have a predefined budget and therefore have a
time limit.
To view the detail of the project status, click on the prog-

To ensure timesheets are filled in regularly, GroupThinq

ress bar to get a detailed breakdown of the people working

assigns a timesheet score to every employee, every month.

on your project and of the time allocated to each phase of

If you fill in your required hours (say 8 hours per day), every

the project. Good project management starts by monitor-

day before 12 pm, you get a score of 100%. If you only fill

ing the status of each phase regularly, whether you are a

in your timesheets once every week (1 out of 5 days), you

PM or a person working on the project team. Make sure

get a score of 20%. Obviously, filling out timesheets daily

your team understands the budget for each phase at the

should be the goal of every company and every employee.

beginning of the project and work with your team to meet

To that end, you must fill out your timesheets every day

the timelines established at the beginning of the project.

www.groupthinq.com l email: support@groupthinq.com
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3. TIMESHEETS
TUTORIAL 7: INVOICE SUMMARY
Fill out your time (8 hours) every work day for a month starting at the beginning of the month and ending at the end of the
month. Check the project status regularly.

Click on projects

1

2

14

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

7

11
12
13

Timesheets Tutorial:

14

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Click Timesheets in the top menu

8.
9.

Click the status bar to see a breakdown of hours for each phase.

10.
11.
12.

Click the timesheet report to see a detailed report of every person that worked on the project.

13.
14.

Make sure your total hours add up to 40 hours per week.

To add a project to your timesheet, click the button and a new row will be added to your timesheet
Start typing the name of the project in the row.
Click a day of the week cell to the right of the project to add time
Select a project phase
Add your time in hours (or percent of hours... 0.25 = 15 mins)
Make sure you write down a quick summary of what you did. These are particularly useful on hourly projects. Click
save when complete. For this project, fill out 8 hours every week day. If you need to add 2 phases for the same project in one day, add the project twice to your timesheets and fill out time in the second project row.
The estimated hours show the average hours wprked on the left side and the total hours budgeted on the right side.
Remember these are only averages using an average hourly rate. It gives you a high level picture of the total hours.
To add sick time, click here and allocate the hours per day out sick
To request vacation time, click the + and select a vacation date range. Vacations are tracked for every staff member.
For this demo project, request 7 days vacation sometime in your timesheets. Your lecturer will approve them at
some point and you are good to go on vacation.
Submit your timesheets at the end of every week once you reach 40 hours.

TIMESHEET REPORT

TIMESHEET STATUS REPORT

www.groupthinq.com l email: support@groupthinq.com
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4. EXPENSES
TUTORIAL 8: EXPENSE TRACKING
There are two types of expenses; expenses that have receipts for money spent (couriers, hotels, meals, etc.), and expenses
that are created “in-house” (like printing, plotting, binding, etc.). All expenses should be assigned to the job so they can
properly be reimbursed to the company.
Click on projects

1

2

14

3

4

5

6

7

8

Timesheets Tutorial:
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1.
2.

Click Expenses in the top menu

3.

Click the + button to add a new in-house expense. In-house expenses are usually expenses that don’t have receipts
like printing, binding, plotting, 3D printing, long distance charges, etc.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Select your “New Library Interiors” project.

Expense reports are usually used for a staff member to be reimbursed for things they have paid for. Expense reports
are a tally of all expenses and the report is usually submitted weekly or monthly depending on the company. Once
the expense report is submitted, it is automatically sent to your office controller so you can be repaid. For this demo,
you don’t need to create an expense report but feel free to play with it to see how it is used.

select a date
Select “Plot Colour” from the list
Add 6 sq.m. to the quantity
Add any comments
This new expense will now be visible under the “Project Financials” > “Expenses” tab under projects. Don;t forget to
add this expense to your invoice.

5. OVERVIEW
THE BUSINESS OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

YOU’RE MILES AHEAD....
Even in today’s modern age, many Landscape Architecture consulting firms don’t use the advanced tools you have learned
in this course. In that respect, while you may feel like you are at the beginning of your journey, you are in fact miles ahead
of many design firms who are using dated technologies to run their office.

The business of design is not just the responsibility of the

ing platform based on the science of collective intelligence

owner of the firm. It is the responsibility of each member of

theory. It is well suite for every interior design office or any

the firm to contribute to every project’s success. It is up to

consulting practice that bills time for services (design firms,

the owner to select a collaborative platform that the entire

engineers, lawyers, web designs, etc.). In future versions,

team can use to work together towards a common goal.

we will be building artificial intelligence algorithms to provide feedback and guidance for business owners every

Traditional accounting systems are very poorly suited

month; teaching them the ins and outs of their individual

for running a modern, collaborative consulting practice.

business with proven intelligence.

They are great for filing a year end, but they are not well
equipped for teams, for project accounting, for collabora-

To use GroupThinq for your future firm, sign up your orga-

tion, for networking all the roles in an organization, or for

nization once you have finished school, and take your com-

managing a multitude of activities that go with a project

pany to new heights. Congrats on finishing this module.

every day. For that you need a more robust tool.
GroupThinq, is a modern, collaborative project account-

www.groupthinq.com l email: support@groupthinq.com
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